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About 0.2 pg of 254Es were depcmlcd and the 2mCf
spontaneous fission background was much lower (about
45 fissiorl$kc).

These data have been reduced to cress sechon and a
rnultilael R-Matrix resonance parameter fit to the fission
cross stzt.ion of 247Cm was done in the energy range from
0.01 to 100 eV.

~. INTRODUCTION

II.
EXPERIMENTS andRESULTS
This paper presents results of three neutron induced
fission cross section measurements of 247Cm, 250Cf and
25~Es. The firw set of measurements ‘wasdone al the RPI
Intense Neutron Spctsometeri
(RINS) in November
1989 as pra-iously described by Danon et al.2. This was
the first fission cross section measurement of 254Es and
250Cf in the energy range of 0.1 eV to 80 keV, and of
147Cm &lOW 20 eV. A most interesting rcmdl WM the
shap! of the 2S4ES fission cross section, it follows I/v
with a high them-d CToss-on
(- 2180 barns) and no
distinct resonance structure resolved.
To obtain higher resolution information on 254Es and
assess the performanaofa proposed lead spectrometer at
the WNR/PS~ a second set of measurements was done at
the Los Alarnos Neutron Scattering Center (LANSCE) in
July 1990.3, Th: fissiou chamber and samples used al
RP1 were also used in this experiment. The 254Es
(1%=276 days) had decayed by almost one half life and
only 0,1 I 7 pg were left, The decay producl 250Cf caused
high spontaneous fission background which degraded the
signal to background ratio. This experiment cofilrmcd
the results obtained al RP1. tha! is, no distinct resonance
structure in 254Es was observed
The last set of mcasurcmcnts done was

again at

LANSCE in November 1992, This experiment used lhc
same fission chamber as the previous LANSCE
experiment bul the eins[cinium sample was replaced.

A.s descritd emlier by Moore et al.3 the LANSCE
has a slightly better neutron yield per pulse relative to the
RfNS. The FUNS normally operates at a repetition rate of
90 Hz and the LANSCE operates
at 20 Hz, This requires
about four times longer at LANSCE to obtain the same
statistical quality data as FtlNS. The main advantage of
the LANSCE setup is the i] ~provcd resolution al a 7.4 m
flight path relative to the RfNS which uses a lead slowing
down spectrometer with a resolution of atmut 35’Yo.
Another advarrtage of LANCE is the high !hermal flux
that allows rnemuremcnts below O.I eV which is the
practical resolution limit of the RIM.
The 1990 and 1992 LANSCE cxpirnents
were
filling
conducted in a similar setup except fordifferent
gas in the fission chamber, In 1992 the hemispherical
fission chamber was filled with 1 atm of P- 10 gas (Agon
+ 10% methane) instead of pure met bane used in the
1990 expcrimcnl This was done in order to reduce
fission events caused by neutrons scattered off CH4
molecules that were observed in the 247Cm I 990 data.
The chamber was positioned at a 7,4 m flight path
distance, and about 50 hours of data were collected
A. Californium 250
The 1990 LANSCE mcasurcmcnt was abm (WO
timeslonger than the 1992 one. and has superior data.
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Both LANSCEruns andlk FUNSdatashowarcso~
at 0.53 eV. Fig. 1 shows tk RM ad 1990 LANSCE
cross sm.ions for tbe 0.53 eV resonanee in 2%X. The
resonarux amofblmhe
xperiments ag.meawitbin the
experirmmal errors.
lm

1

‘Ik LPNSCEand lUNSdafa showsirJar~at
:OeV, thisistk
onlyslrWure obaemlin=%sand
might imdkaletha
tthe fission
*are
m2chwi&r
thantkaverage
kvelspaeing. Asimilar -stction
~
has been repofied5 for the odduld ❑ueki 2MNp,
tnlt more Qrucrure was resolved around 2 eV and 10 eV.
C. Curium 247
The 247Cm swnple used in the 1992 LANSCE
experiment was the same ~le
used at !?+1 ant+ in :!
1990 LANSCE expximent. The 247Cm eros> section
was corrected for orher curium isomp in the sample and
3 with the RIM data.
is plotted in Fig.
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B. Einsteinium 254
For the 1992 experiment a fresh 254Es sample was
deposited in the fission chamber. The sample contained
0.2 pg of 254Es eornpared with the 0.139 pg used in the
1990 LANSCE exp-iment and 0.2 i p.g used in the IUNS
experiment. The spontaneous fission from the sample was
2, with
45 fissiordsee. The cross section is plotted in Fig.
data
the RrNs

Fig 2. The 254EJ fwionm

mcticmu massumdti RINS (mlid line)

and u nwmmcd in MNsCE

(dcm.adline),

The LANSCE data shows a higher cross section
IXIOW2 CV The lhe~l
cross ~(lon ~min~ from [he
LANSCE experiment is uj@.0253 eV)=2 180150 barn.
and lhc resonance integral is f -1010180 barri. These
values arc higher than the RIJ_S measurement and in
be(tcr agreement with [hc Halperin et al 4 cxpiment
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The 247Cm fission cross section resonance
parameters were obtained by fitting the observed data
with the SAMMY eode6. The data obtained by Mcmre
andKeywmth7 were also ineludcal and analysis was done
in the energy range 0.01 eV 10 100 eV. The Moore and
Keyworlh experiment provided data from 20 eV to 100
eV and had been measured with a 250 m flight path, The
LANSCE experiment was measured with 7.4 m flight
path, This large difference in tlight paths and neutron
sources required knowledge of the resolution functions
for both experiment. The 235U data taken in both
expetiiiwnts
were ealculawd wilh lWDF-Vl parameters
to fit the experimcnla.1 resolution functions. The fitted
resolution functions were then used in the SAMMY
analysis. The higher energy range from 30-100 eV was
fitted first and (he obtained parameters and covariance
matrix were used 10 fit the low data range, The statistical
weight faclor g was set to 0.5 for all resonances The
radiation width 1- was held e.onstant at 40 mcV, The
parameters were fltkd wilh two partial fiswon widths.
The total fission width is thus given by I-, - J([-n’+ r,,’)
For [he Iow+neqgy range the fission cross section and fil

are phed

m Fig. 4 and the highamgy

range is show-n
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